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and irregular behaviour of multi-vehicle convoys.
Abstract
This paper focuses on the development and
novel application of data mining techniques for
convoy analysis of vehicles based on the automatic
number plate recognition (ANPR) system. The
amount of ANPR data captured daily by traffic
cameras in the road networks is very substantial.
Data mining techniques are commonly used to
extract relevant information and to reduce the
amount of data processing and storage. In this
paper, we apply data clustering techniques to
extract relevant traffic patterns from the ANPR
data to detect and identify unusual patterns and
irregular behaviour of multi-vehicle convoy
activities.
1 Introduction
Convoy Analysis of vehicles is a relatively new
research area. There currently exist a few
publications in this area because of availability and
sensitivity of vehicle data. Gopalan and
Narayanaswamy first proposed the use of convoy
analysis to determine the routes from origin to
destinations of two vehicles [1]. Chardair et al
presented some results for a number of instances of
the convoy movement problem [2]. Position
functions and mathematical modelling were
proposed for closely coupled convoys [3, 4];
however these functions and models were similar
to work based on GPS tracking of vehicles.
Software for convoy intelligence has been
developed based on data visualisation and analysis
[5]. In this paper, we present a number of data
mining and detection techniques to filter and
extract the relevant ANPR data for convoy analysis
of vehicles. We further investigate different traffic

In Section 2, we present data filtering and
detection algorithms for convoy analysis based on
ANPR data captured from two or more cameras
installed in different road network locations. ANPR
cameras are typically set at fixed zoom and angle
for number plate capturing The huge amount of
ANPR data involved for road network has also a
direct impact on limiting the number of ANPR
cameras used. By estimating speed limits on the
road this paper presents an analytical model that
can be used to connect vehicles even if the convoy
of vehicles near cameras’ locations does not occur.
Our proposed techniques for convoy analysis are
based on real ANPR data provided by Surrey
Police from four different camera locations around
the major road network in Surrey. To protect data
privacy in this paper, all ANPR data are encrypted
using a simple substitution method and the true
camera locations on the map are also coarsely
referenced without revealing their exact location
details. We identify a number of potential convoy
scenarios arising unusual behaviours and patterns
of vehicles. These scenarios may correspond to
movements and activities that may assist police
investigations.
2 Model analysis and detection algorithm
In this paper, data sorting, filtering and detection
algorithms have been proposed and developed for
convoy analysis. Initial results are encouraging,
confirming the functionality and accuracy of the
proposed algorithms. The scalability of algorithms
is an important consideration during the design and
development stage as the algorithm must be able to
support more traffic cameras leading to a
significant further increase in data volume as well

as support for any specific range of time. To
achieve a scalable algorithm, two threshold values
are introduced to detect single occurrence in
different camera locations and two-vector distance
(or time difference) among multi-vehicle convoys
as illustrated as a flow diagram in Figure

lane A* road in the county of Surrey, the number of
images could be in the region of 50,000. Dual
carriageway and motorways would be handling
traffic images in the order of two to three times
more data volume. Figure 2 shows a reference
satellite map with roadwork graphic overlays for
our convoy analysis experiments. Due to the huge
data volume, it is paramount that the Police are able
to compress and more importantly, to extract the
relevant ANPR data that could be submitted for
further analysis of unusual patterns and activities
related to multi-vehicle convoys.

Figure 2: Reference map for analysis in Tables 1-5
of three single lane A* roads and motorway.
Table 1 shows convoy scenarios for two cars or
couple pair travelling in close proximity of each
other. The first two characters of the number plates
of the couple pair are encrypted as shown in the
Table. Based on empirical results, a specific
detection threshold and a proximity time are used
in Table 1 for the convoy analysis experiments. A
proximity time of approximately 30 seconds or less
is considered to be a reasonable proximity for cars
during a typical journey. The two cars identified as
1.
a convoy pair in Table 1 have similar number
Figure 1: Flow chart of the algorithm. The vector
plates, may potentially belong to the same
distance among multi-convoys is used for
organization, for example, two tour coaches or
sorting and clustering data in different groups. delivery lorries. We will present more detailed
analysis and scenarios of unusual patterns with
Even though the number of traffic cameras irregular time of journey and dependency based on
installed in each road network is relatively small static and dynamic analysis of ANPR data in
the amount of ANPR images captured per day is Sections 3 to 5.
quite substantial. For example, on a typical single

NP
ZA*9*KM
ZA*8*HN
ZA*9*KM
ZA*8*HN
ZA*9*KM
ZA*8*HN
ZA*9*KM
ZA*8*HN

Camera Time
18/**/20**-10:07
18/**/20**-10:07
18/**/20**-10:19
18/**/20**-10:19
18/**/20**-11:32
18/**/20**-11:32
18/**/20**-11:45
18/**/20**-11:45

Location
A22
A22
M25
M25
M25
M25
A22
A22

Direction
South
South
East
East
West
West
North
North

Table 1: Couple convoys travelling very close to
one another and according to their car number
plates may belong to the same organization.
To perform real-time convoy analysis, it is
important to ensure a good performance trade-off
between detection accuracy and processing speed,
given the sheer amount of ANPR data involved on
a daily basis. Data mining and extraction
techniques of unusual traffic patterns can be
efficiently achieved via supervised classification.
The hidden patterns among tens of thousands of
ANPR data need to be fully understood and
classified according to their irregular or unusual
behaviours as compared to “ordinary or normal
behaviour” vehicles. Once classified, irregular
patterns of ANPR data should be stored and
continuously updated in a database for further
analysis in future as stored multi-vehicle convoy
data may help to predict some linkage and
hierarchy among those detected cars. This will be
discussed in more detail in Section 5.
In this paper, the first data mining method
proposed involves two main processes: firstly, the
ANPR data are first filtered to remove regular
behaviour or activities between vehicles, this is an
important process as it helps to reduce the number
of daily data from approximately 200,000 by 98 per
cent; secondly, a sorting algorithm is applied to the
remaining data to detect the multi-vehicle convoys.
Unusual patterns obtained via this process are then
stored for future analysis if these patterns are
repeated on a regular basis. Conventional filtering
algorithms such as counting all ANPR data for each
location and iterating if two or more convoy NPs
are close together in one location then checking
whether this happens for other locations, is not
appropriate as the number of ANPR data processed
is in the hundreds of thousands per day which
makes the processing time too slow. Instead, by

hashing the data and converting them from strings
to integers significantly improves the processing
speed and time. The proposed data mining method
is developed and processed using MATLAB
R2011a and Map Container Objects [6]. Processing
of more than 200,000 daily ANPR data from four
locations by this algorithm results in the hash
output in less than a minute by checking the
location and number of appearances of duplicate
data. The sorted output data can be recorded daily
for future analysis. The scalability of the proposed
algorithm can be adapted to determine the
closeness of data and classify them into group
clusters for future analysis. In addition, by
clustering data in different groups daily and
comparing them in a routine period weekly, it is
possible to enhance the data-mining techniques to
predict the behaviour of multi-convoyed drivers, or
vehicles with an unusual journey path.
Convoy analysis of multi-vehicles can be further
improved if the highest number of appearances of
detected vehicles can be determined over a
specified time period for each camera location or
unusual journey daily path. This can be achieved
by using the Benford’s Law [7-8] on ANPR data
collected on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. The
use of Benford’s law has recently attracted a
significant amount of attention particularly for data
forensic applications [8-9]. A graph based on
Benford’s law, is illustrated in Figure 3, which can
be used to highlight anomalies of convoy patterns.

Figure 3: Benford’s graph for five continuous
working days for frequency of appearance >19
(average more than 4 times a day detected by A2*
camera). All characters in each NP are encrypted.

Figure 2 illustrates the Benford’s law curve
which can be described by a logarithmic
distribution as P(d) = log10(1+1/d), where P is the
probability of d. Normal patterns such as public
transport or delivery business would appear
frequently in different locations at similar times of
the day or week but unusual patterns such as
criminal activities might occur infrequently. By
keeping records of a weekly Benford’s graph, it is
possible to analyse which vehicles make significant
changes to their journey behaviour by comparing
the Benford’s graphs. Certain deviations to the
normal Benford’s curves would require further
analysis of those detected vehicles.
The operation of proposed convoy analysis
method is as follows: before importing data to the
algorithm, the data are first sorted in a standard
time format based on the minimum and maximum
periods of peak traffic. After comparing the output
of filtered ANPR data to input (Monday-Friday€but
discarding bank holidays and weekends), it is
possible to analyse or track unusual vehicle number
plates.
The number of convoyed scenarios will increase
by having more camera locations; as an example
using three road network locations there will be
seven probabilities (23 -1) of convoy cars. Two or
more vehicles can appear in all three locations as
M25A22A217; or two locations as M25A22,
M25A217 and A22A217; or appear more than once
as A22, A27 and M25. The number of convoy
scenarios can be calculated as follows:
Number of Scenarios for N Camera Locations =
(2N-1).
(1)

those fixed points. The speed limit [10] VSL for
many roads and motorways are typically between
30 and 90 mph, Consider a car travelling from east
towards west via the M25 then south towards north
via the A22, the minimum time, tmin, if the driver
does not exceed the speed limit, can be calculated
from tmin = [DM25 / (VSL-M25) + DA22 / (VSL-A22)]. It
is also interesting to point out that if a car appears
from one ANPR camera to the next detection time
with the time difference less than tmin the driver is
definitely exceeding the speed limit. In general the
tmin from a car travelling via N camera (from
camera 1 to camera N) is calculated by
N

tmin = ∑
i

Di
VSLi .

(2)

By measuring the distance (D) of the camera
locations from the M25 to the A22, tmin ≈ 8
minutes. Based on available online traffic
information data, the daily delay during rush hour
is estimated at 10-20 minutes [10]. This gives an
average time value, tAVG, from one camera location
to the next one. tAVG does not exceed more than
twice of tmin; hence tmax at the worst case for the
above four specific locations are 3tmin < tmax.
Therefore, we can only take into account of
vehicles that have appeared as convoy more than
the maximum time (unusual patterns). It is evident
that a vehicle cannot exceed tmax, unless it breaks
its journey but when two vehicles both exceed tmax
and detected by traffic cameras several times in
close proximity to each other, then it would clearly
highlight a strong linkage between these vehicles.
3.1 Convoy analysis of unusual journey times and
locations

For example, based on four locations of cameras
installed in road networks around Surrey will result
As discussed in previous sections, we attempted
in 15 probabilities of convoys which will be to analyse only the most probable cases of irregular
discussed in the following sections.
convoys. This also protects against invasion of
privacy for normal vehicles with regular patterns
3 Static analysis of exact camera locations
and behaviours. For example, during a daily
ANPR cameras are generally fixed at certain points routine it might not be considered unusual for
without geometrical movements in rotation or people who might work in the same organization
zoom to detect vehicle number plates at various who happened accidentally to travel close together
locations. In other words, the viewing domain is in the same path around 8-10 am and 5-6 pm.
limited at a certain location close to the camera for However, a suspected scenario is shown in Table 2,
number plate detection. In this section the scenarios where there were two vehicles detected at three
are only based on multi-vehicle convoys detected at different time periods by traffic cameras outside the

normal peak periods by the convoy analysis 4 Dynamic analysis in addition of camera bases
algorithm.
As given in Tables 1-3, the time of analysis is
based on static locations of cameras, where the
NP
Camera Time
Location Direction
convoy is based on the exact time detected by the
S*2*MO
02/**/20** 11:24
M25
West
ANPR cameras. It is possible to extend the static
H*71N*W
02/**/20** 11:25
M25
West
S*2*MO
02/**/20** 11:35
A23
North
analysis to dynamic analysis by an approximate
H*71N*W
02/**/20** 11:36
A23
North
time measured for the cars when the convoy is not
S*2*MO
02/**/20** 14:58
A22
South
exactly at the cameras’ location.
H*71N*W
02/**/20** 14:58
A22
South
Table 4.1 contains convoy results similar to
Table 2: Convoy time of two vehicles measured at
results
presented in Tables 1-3, which give the time
three camera locations.
of the two vehicles as V*28*AJ and E*82*ZU
The journey time between traffic cameras A22 and passing three traffic cameras on 04/**/20**. From
A23 is approximately three and a half hours for this information it is possible to find out the
both S*2*MO and H*71N*W with tAVG ≈ 10-15 approximate time and location of the two vehicles
minutes. Their close proximity appearing at around when they are a convoy pair within a few miles
the same time periods and locations would range of the ANPR cameras. The main difference
certainly indicate a potential relationship between between this scenario and previous scenarios
presented in Sections 2 and 3 is that this convoy
them.
This scenario is not so easy to analyse for a also occurs in other locations where there is no
short distance and t ≈ t
to determine whether or existence of any cameras.
AVG

not the two vehicles are convoyed. However, when
exceeding time is more than the threshold value
tmax, and if there is also an unusual journey path
that the two vehicles are seen at certain locations
repeatedly, even with a couple of minutes delay,
then this may be considered for further analysis as
it might be more serious than a normal convoy.
Table 3 highlights a convoy scenario of two
vehicles that could not have happened accidentally
for three camera locations, which are not in the
same path (for camera locations, the path of the
A22 and A23 are parallel roads and the M25 path
intersects these two). The maximum time distance
between the A23 and A22, tmax, does not exceed 30
minutes, which is less than seven times for the
journey of B*51*VJ and J*71*ZY. Hence for
J*71*ZY not following B*51*VJ is therefore
considered highly improbable.
NP
B*51*VJ
J*71*ZY
B*51*VJ
J*71*ZY
B*51*VJ
J*71*ZY

Camera Time
04/**/20** 11:28
04/**/20** 11:30
04/**/20** 14:03
04/**/20** 14:04
04/**/20** 14:14
04/**/20** 14:18

Location
A23
A23
A22
A22
M25
M25

Direction
North
North
South
South
East
East

Table 3: Example of a car following another at
three different times and locations and exceeding
tAVG between camera locations at A23 and A22.

NP
V*28*AJ
E*82*ZU
V*28*AJ
E*82*ZU
V*28*AJ
E*82*ZU
V*28*AJ
V*28*AJ

Camera Time
10:10
10:17
10:20
10:27
10:32
16:46
16:47
16:59

Location
A23
A23
A217
A217
A217
A22
A22
A22

Direction
North
North
North
North
South
North
North
South

Table 4.1: Convoy pair in three locations
By knowing the speed limit on the A217 (40 mph)
and A22 (30 mph), it is possible to make an
approximation of the convoy pair vehicles within a
few miles in the proximity of the traffic cameras.
Convoy Time
t ≈ 10:29 - rendezvous
16:46<t<16:47-convoy

Convoy Location
d<2 miles north of A217 camera
A22

Table 4.2:. In addition to the convoy, this provides
a potential rendezvous scenario with a domain up
to two miles north of the camera location on the
A217 road.
5 Hierarchies and clustering among ANRPs
In addition to convoy analysis, the proposed
algorithm can also detect some irregular linkage
and relationship between the vehicles; this can be
considered as a kind of clustering approach to

classify ANPR data into different relationship
groups. From the experiments and analysis of
200,000 daily ANPR data provided by Surrey
Police, only a few convoys fall in this category.
To allow easy search of ANPR data records, a
SQL database has been created with each vehicle
number plate assigned an ID field that can be used
as a primary key to access the data records
efficiently in a hierarchical manner. This offers a
significant advantage in performing clustering and
data mining of multi-vehicle convoys and in
predicting unusual or irregular behaviours of
suspect vehicles

Benford’s law for data forensics of accurate
detection of multi-vehicle convoys.
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